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Insight, part of a Special Feature on Reconciling Art and Science for Sustainability

Sustainability science as if the world mattered: sketching an art contribution
by comparison
Michael H. Pröpper 1
ABSTRACT. Here, I investigate some of the potential contributions of art to the emerging field of sustainability science. First, the
involvement of sustainability thinking in art is massively increasing. Second, there is a line of interactions between art and science that
do not necessarily take sustainability as their content, at least in an ecological sense. Third, there are a considerable number of examples
of sustainability science projects that are intended to link knowledge to social action without involving art. I exemplarily compare these
different combinations to gain a concise overview of and differentiate between current activities and to identify some shortcomings
and potentials of various contributions. The utilitarian and rather pragmatic question I ask is: What does art have to offer to sustainability
science that the latter currently lacks? This question is asked from my own anthropological viewpoint, that of cultural and social science,
partaking in sustainability science. I use empirical insights from sustainability projects in Africa that I took part in, which specifically
dealt with sustainable land management. I blend these findings with results from a broad literature review and a comparison of multiple
existing art projects. I show that a sustainability science that aims to matter to people and that takes its core tenet of linking the produced
knowledge to sustainable social action seriously while facing an existing crisis of agency and knowledge would strongly benefit from
opening to an experimental and experiential approach to knowledge production that explicitly includes processual, affective, and sensory
types of knowledge, imaginative agency, and conceptual forms of interaction.
Key Words: Africa, agency, art, comparison, imagination, knowledge production, sustainability science
INTRODUCTION
In attempting to link knowledge to social action, academic
sustainability science has so far largely been oblivious to the
potential contribution of art. Salient journals in the field do not
enlist artists as their potential contributors or readers (e.g.,
Sustainability Science, Sustainability, Sustainable Development;
see also http://www.futureearth.org/who-we-are). Founding
articles of this “vibrant arena that is bringing together scholarship
and practice, global and local perspectives from north and south,
and disciplines across the natural and social sciences, engineering,
and medicine” (Clark and Dickson 2003:8060) have also not
explicitly emphasized the importance of art as a contributing
practice (Clark and Dickson 2003, Komiyama and Takeuchi 2006,
Bettencourt and Kaur 2011, Kates 2011, Miller 2013). However,
in the face of massive engagement of artists in the field of
sustainability knowledge production and action (Weintraub 2012,
Klingan et al. 2015, Neal 2015), it must be asked if the approaches
are to remain separated and if sustainability science might not
benefit from (taking a closer look at) art (and vice versa).
Sustainability science is a massively growing yet somewhat
heterogeneous field still struggling to merge natural science and
social science approaches (Schoolman et al. 2012) despite
considerable efforts to overcome stubbornly persistent, but often
outdated dichotomies of culture and nature (Descola 2013).
Sustainability means to live a lifestyle adapted for permanence
that ensures the coexistence of human economic needs and
activities and the preservation of the environment, without
compromising the opportunities of future generations
(Komiyama and Takeuchi 2006, Caradonna 2014). In recent
times, in which an environmentally detrimental human footprint
is being acknowledged (Rockström et al. 2009, Borucke et al. 2013,
Hoekstra and Wiedmann 2014), it has become a normative goaloriented concept denoting the need to counterbalance
(Caradonna 2014) and alter human behavior on the planet during
a period called the Anthropocene (Steffen et al. 2011) or the post1
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normal age (Funtowicz and Ravetz 1995). The most salient
scientific nuts to crack seem to be those involving common and
complex subjects such as social-ecological systems (Berkes et al.
2002, Ostrom 2009), understanding ecological and social
mechanisms for resilience (Holling and Gunderson 2002),
conservation and the revaluation of ecosystem services (Daily et
al. 2009, De Groot et al. 2012, Bateman et al. 2013, Büscher et al.
2014), and sustainable consumption (Jackson 2006, Hoekstra and
Wiedmann 2014) to name only a few. All approaches attempt to
find novel ways of understanding the inextricable link between
humans and other living beings, and societies and their functions
and interactions with a threatened environment (Lenton et al.
2008).
Sustainability science is both basic and applied; it is part of a
societal techno-political solution-seeking process (e.g., through
climate governance, ecosystem services management, reducing
emissions from deforestation and forest degradation [REDD+],
community-based natural resource management), but it is also
an attempt to understand the conundrums of individuals’
involvement in processes of culture and economy, and thus offer
potential solutions prompting or facilitating pro-environmental
behavioral change (Stern 2000, Miller 2013; https://www.
globalactionplan.org.uk/). The output largely takes the form of
providing knowledge for the scientific community and the public,
plus counseling another societal decision-making segment, i.e.,
policy, through text- and graph-based representations of scientific
results. Academic sustainability science thus often does not have
to take responsibility for a successful real-world transferral of
results. However, transdiciplinary work involving practitioners
and various stakeholders is increasingly being advocated to close
this gap (Hirsch Hadorn et al. 2006, Popa et al. 2015).
There is a slowly growing (self-)critique of academic sustainability
sciences’ lack of reflexivity, awareness of complexity, and ability
to take responsibility for its outcomes (Grunwald 2004, Miller
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2013, Büscher et al. 2014). Some authors have problematized the
lack of incentives “to enhance the ability of sustainability
scientists to draw from multiple fields” (Miller 2013). The question
of how sustainability science will address complex social or
cultural factors that limit sustainable decision making remains
largely unanswered (Miller 2013). In the subfield of ecosystem
services science too (Daily 1997, Daily and Matson 2008), which
I will exemplarily touch upon below, the main concept has been
accused of obfuscating complexity (Norgaard 2010). More
broadly speaking, Pedersen and Hendricks (2014) have
emphasized that (because of a transformation of incentive and
reward structures such as financialization, competition,
marketization) in most countries, science runs the increased risk
of producing “bubbles,” but no solutions for complex settings. In
addition to these voices, there is a growing awareness of the
necessities of improved environmental communication
(Lindenfeld et al. 2012), reflexivity (Grunwald 2004), and
transformative science (Grunwald 2015), and increasing
recognition of the failures of environmental governance and of
the need for a cultural shift and transformative change in the
global economy (Hoekstra and Wiedmann 2014), including the
challenge of awakening the “sleeping giant” of the individual
consumer (Fuchs and Lorek 2005, Grunwald 2014).
The causes of such shortcomings are diverse and cannot be dealt
with exhaustively here. Regarding the link between knowledge
and social action, which is one of the core tenets of sustainability
science, the issues of knowledge and agency and the real-world
applicability of this knowledge seem to be the main elephants in
the room, and the main points where I suggest that art might be
able to play a role.
Art is a highly multifaceted societal subsystem, “a practice which,
since it transects the realms of knowledge, morality (politics),
beauty and daily life, has its own dynamic and logic that cannot
be corralled into traditional academic structures” (Borgdorff
2009:12). It differs from scientific approaches in that its
protagonists enjoy more freedom because art is not burdened so
strongly with rigid rules of replicability, goal orientedness, or
purely utilitarian, socially reproductive functions (Gablik 1997).
The individual experience of the world as experienced by the artist
(s) is rather explicitly emphasized over the social reproducibility.
However, serious art is also a practice of research (Finley and
Knowles 1995, Johnson 2010, Borgdorff 2011, Wesseling 2011;
http://www.societyforartisticresearch.org/jar/) to capture the
essence of the world in novel and eye-opening ways. The main
targets of “art for sustainability” are to find knowledge and
practices that avoid processes and behaviors that are detrimental
to planetary living conditions and to promote decisions and
behaviors to the advantage of future generations. However, there
is a self-containedness paired with skepticism about the
knowledge generated by sustainability science: “Science tells us
things but it is art that helps us take them on board at a deeper
level. Creative practice has shown how we can break through
prejudice, apathy, economic pressures and blind spots to catalyze
a transformation of culture, attitudes, and behaviours” (Allen
2015:26). This can be read as an implicit critique of theoretical
“as-if ” solutions (Hiller 1996, Neal 2015), which resemble what
Pedersen and Hendricks (2014) have called science bubbles. What
the art world is emphasizing instead is a direct social interaction
with stakeholders in mutual solution finding through bodily,
sensory, and intuitive involvement (see also Scheffer et al. 2015);

the aesthetic and emotional dimensions of actors; and the
intrinsic values of connection and cooperation (Neal 2015).
In this situation, we find very few examples of attempts to
approach a broader picture by merging art, sustainability, and
science (https://www.clisap.de/research/ia:-integrated-activities/
usi/visiting-artist-researchers-3/). On the social science side, the
exhibitions and digital-collaborative art and science projects that
Latour (2002, 2013) has thought up with artists to renew the
political-ecological through the spirit of art and science come to
mind (http://www.bruno-latour.fr/node/333, http://zkm.de/en/
event/2002/05/iconoclash). Rather salient on the other side is the
massively increasing involment of sustainability thinking in art
(Klingan et al. 2015, Neal 2015), yet without necessarily
addressing the work of academic sustainability science. In
addition, there is a line of art-and-science interactions, without
necessarily investigating the subject of sustainability, at least in
an ecological sense (Wilson 2013, Miller 2014). Lastly, there are
science and sustainability projects that bear critical enquiry as
to their artfulness.
Here, I compare these different approaches for two purposes: to
gain a concise overview of current activities and to identify both
shortcomings and potentials for reconcilitation. The utilitarian
and rather pragmatic question I ask is: What does art have to
offer to sustainability science that the latter currently lacks? This
enquiry will be made from my own anthropological viewpoint,
i.e., that of the cultural and social science perspective, partaking
in sustainability science (Pröpper and Haupts 2014, Schnegg et
al. 2014). I use empirical insights into sustainability projects in
Africa specifically dealing with sustainable ecosystem services
and land management. I then blend these findings with results
from a literature review and a comparison of exisiting projects
to sketch out the concept of an artistic contribution to
sustainability science.
COMPARISON
Art and sustainability
There exists a large and thriving sustainability art movement
using a multitude of methods and materials. I highlight this by
examining few recent landmark publications (Weintraub 2012,
Klingan et al. 2015, Neal 2015; I do not explicitly consider
another highly interesting subsection called Bio Art, focusing on
the possibilities and dangers of biotechnological advancement
[Myers 2015, Vaage 2016]). In these publications, various artists
reflect on the role of art in society to date and find that art not
only pursues its more conventionally recognized aesthetic,
decorative, descriptive, performative, or social functions, but also
takes on a role as an active agent of sustainability in highly
diverse ways.
Facing the observation that humankind over the last 300
centuries has gained a geohistorical dominance of the planet
that has led to a new era called the Anthropocene (Steffen et al.
2011), the Haus der Kulturen der Welt (House of World Cultures;
HDK) in Berlin, Germany set out to do foundational research
by means of both art and science. The HDK created a platform
for dialogue that produced exhibitions, lectures, conferences,
films, and publications, among them a large three-volume book
called Textures of the Anthropocene (Klingan et al. 2015). The
volumes are titled Grain, Vapor, and Ray to symbolize material
and immaterial processes of a world in change and explicitly
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point at the sensuous qualities of the particluar, the volatility of
metabolic processes and phase changes, and the radiant
transportation of energy. As guiding principles, these qualities
subsume textual dialogues between scientists and artists based on
a rereading of historical texts. There is not adequate space here
to document the complexity of emerging interactions. However,
the most interesting aspect of this rather theoretical work is the
attempt to open disciplinary borders and subjects of thinking to
a new understanding of processes and imagination that involves
science and art on an equal footing.
In a much more application-oriented compilation, Neal (2015)
asks for art “as if the world mattered” and offers a multitude of
participatory and celebratory examples of art engagements with
the world in search of practical real-world sustainability. A key
that is emphasized in many examples is the potential of art to
provide direct experience of situations and contexts. Two
examples may highlight this contribution.
In 2013, five Latvian artists undertook a live social experiment
called Testing Transition by moving to the countryside for 10 days
without food, money, or credit cards. The purpose of the rulebased experiment was to reskill the artists and the surrounding
community in nonmonetary exchange. The artists would offer
their skills in exchange for food. The experiment, documented
through diaries and video, made it clear as a direct experience to
all participants that reciprocity and mutual trust in times of crisis
are of immediate value. Additionally, the artists returned home
loaded with bags of vegetables and food (Neal 2015:212). The
second example, a one-day art event called Waterproof, took place
at the river Avon in the United Kingdom at the same time. Several
artists met for one day of walking, swimming, rope-swinging,
kayaking, reflection, silence, stories, singing, observations,
listening, discussing, food, warmth, and sociality to explore the
multiple meanings of the element of water for humans. As with
many other artists’ performative practices, this is a simple example
of a holistic approach to experiencing a multitude of
environmental connections that goes far beyond the distanced
methodology of observation, interviewing, and description, and
involves emotions, sociality, and sensuality (Neal 2015:237). As
such, Neal (2015) advocates such playful engagement as opening
up possibilities of seeing the world differently as “circuit breakers
of tragedy” and a re-enchantment of relocalized culture (Gablik
1997).
In her compilation of 47 contemporary eco-art approaches across
the globe, Weintraub (2012) summarizes several qualities of art
in the face of the current environmental crisis: artists’ astute
communication skills, art’s inspirational capacities that can
activate behavioral changes, art’s capacity to support and inspire
engagement for policy reforms, art’s creative ingenuity directed
to life-sustaining problem solving, and art’s function as a cultural
conscience, all of which can support custodial care for the planet.
With the collection of eco-art examples, she emphasizes that many
eco-artists challenge an understanding of nature as existing
independently of human activities (a premise that is being used
to justify detrimental behavior) and “apply their communication
skills to expand the definition of nature by incorporating human
populations, all human technologies and all the products of their
imaginations” (Weintraub 2012:prefix). As such, they take on
varied roles as shepherds, technical designers, managers, healers,

emissaries, or avengers to tackle a multitude of fundamentally
ecological issues such as extinction, energy balances, habitat
losses, etc. This will become more concrete by examining a few
examples.
The Beehive Design Collective is an activist arts collective
consisting of anonymous “bees” dedicated to “cross-pollinating
the grassroots” by creating collaborative, anticopyright images
for use as educational and organizing tools. They describe their
work as word-to-image translations of complex global stories that
affected communities share with them through conversations
(https://www.facebook.com/beehivedesigncollective/). A look at
the project The True Cost of Coal illustrates how the group works
with extended field research, interviews, story sharing, and
community meetings to ally with Appalachian coalfield
inhabitants fighting mountaintop-removal coal mining, a highly
destructive practice. The outcome of this participatory process is
not a text but one large graphic poster that can be unfolded and
which graphically tells the story of exploitation and extraction,
toxic contamination, and privatization of resources (https://store.
beehivecollective.org/collections/the-true-cost-of-coal). This anonymous
and anticopyright graphic communication method forms the
basis for an interactive campaign that includes the Internet and
social media and also picture-lectures and visits to fairs, protest
rallies, and schools (Weintraub 2012:129).
The Australian artist Natalie Jeremijenko has a background in
biophysics, English, neuroscience, and mechanical engineering,
and is a rare example of an artist merging profound expertise in
several fields. Her work is about new technologies being used to
drive sustainable social change and “about creating interfaces that
draw people into the environment and get them to reimagine
collective action” (Berger 2006). One exemplary project out of a
wealth of comparable ones is OOZ, the word Zoo read backwards,
in which she created a series of sites where animals (fish, mussels,
doves) and humans interact through electronic devices. The sites
provide humans with a set of actions, the animals provide
reactions, and these couplets add to a collective pool of
observations. With this and multiple other projects of her
Environmental Health Clinic (https://www.facebook.com/
xclinic/app/102076423177195/) that critically question the
interrelationship of humans and nonhumans in ecosystems under
threat, she creatively attempts to address a crisis of agency in
public and individual environmental action (https://www.ted.
com/speakers/natalie_jeremijenko), and thus challenges the
intellectual and moral authority of anthropocentric science and
the meta-narrative of unidirectional transformation (Weintraub
2012:210).
The selected examples only offer a narrow view of existing
activities. However, real-time social experiments, collective
experience exercises, socially engaged collaborations with graphic
output, and the creation of tangible interfaces between people
and the environment indicate an abundance of creative forms of
cooperative knowledge production.
Attempts to reconcile art and anthropology
I next use the example of anthropology, which is certainly part of
sustainability sciences (Abel and Stepp 2003, Lockyer and Veteto
2013, Brightman and Lewis 2017) to highlight some aspects of a
current convergence between science and art (without necessarily
being sustainability oriented). While there is a strong mutual
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appeal between art and anthropology, encounters with art mainly
take place in the socio-political domain, and there is little
involvement of ecological thinking and aspects of sustainability.
Social questions, e.g., about the politics of equal and just
participation, marginalization, hegemoniality, gender and power
differentials, and criticism of the politics of collaboration (Bishop
2012, Göltenboth 2015), seem to be appealing to artists, as
relational aesthetics and socially engaged participatory art are
important contemporary strands (Kester 2011).
In recent years, there has thus occurred a massive renaissance of
encounters between art and anthropology. To approach more
sensually holistic ways of understanding and representing
different realities in a globally transforming world, several
contemporary projects and publications deal with interlinkages
between art and anthropology, and even more so between art and
ethnography, anthropology’s central practice (Svasek 2007, Pink
2009, Pink et al. 2010, Schneider and Wright 2010, 2013, Latour
2013, Grimshaw and Ravetz 2015). Edited volumes (Marcus and
Myers 1995, Schneider and Wright 2006, 2010, 2013, Baxstrom
et al. 2008, Cox et al. 2016), special journal issues (Pink et al. 2010,
Rutten et al. 2013, Pröpper 2015b, Blanes et al. 2016), blogs and
collaborative projects (http://artpologist.com/, http://www.abdn.
ac.uk/research/kfi/, http://field-journal.com/, http://www.anthropologiesof-art.net/), interdisciplinary institutes (http://sel.fas.harvard.
edu/), and methodology guides (Westmoreland 2011, Kara 2015,
Elliott and Culhane 2016) indicate activities in this thriving field
of interaction and collaboration. Often, book and journal
compilations join products by artists and anthropologists side by
side; likewise, works are increasingly emerging from people with
hybrid identities, i.e., people who do both anthropology and art
(Schneider and Wright 2013).
Two decades ago, Foster (1995) observed that anthropology was
becoming especially popular among artists as a science of alterity
because it takes culture as its object and is open to self-critique
and reflexivity. As part of anthropology’s attractive selfreflexivity, there are multiple debates certainly of great interest
for contemporary artists. I am thinking of debates about the (im)
possibilities, adequacies, ethics, and politics of representing self
and other (Clifford and Marcus 1986, and a myriad of subsequent
publications), questions of subjectivity vs. intersubjectivity and
structure vs. agency (Giddens 1979, Gell 1998), whether
anthropology is a science at all or an art in itself (Carrithers 1990),
enquries into the materiality and processuality of the human
predicament (Ingold 2000, Miller 2005, Wimmer 2005, Carrier
and West 2009), and recent debates about the merging of culture
and nature in times of the Anthropocene (Latour 2017).
Ethnography, characterized by the direct encounter and “withinness” of the researcher in real-life sociality, culture, and politics,
seems to have intrigued artists of late and has even caused an
ethnographic turn in the arts (Coles 2001, Grimshaw and Ravetz
2015). Likewise, Foster (1995:304) has found a certain selfidealized “artist-envy” among anthropologists in which “the artist
becomes a paragon of formal reflexivity, sensitive to difference
and open to chance, a self-aware reader of culture understood as
text.”
However, apart from such mutually intriguing idealizations, what
is the real and critical contribution of art to anthropology as a
science (Carrithers 1990)? I highlight three interlinked aspects:

experimentation and collaborative knowledge production and
representation, the involvement of sensuality, and the matter of
linking knowledge to agency and action.
Today anthropology is still largely a word- or text-based,
descriptive, comparative social science. Scientists collect data to
produce ethnographic representations of complex cultural
contexts. Naturally, anthropologists have long sought practices
and methods with which to broaden their repertoire of
ethnographic representation beyond texts (Cox et al. 2016), yet
there are different positions with regard to the limits of
experimentation and the convergence of art and ethnography
(Clifford 1988, Grimshaw and Ravetz 2015). The question is
whether artistic methods should be used for creative and aesthetic
purposes or as proper additional methods of investigation, i.e.,
not only to colour but to deepen anthropological ethnographies.
Ultimately, this is a question about the boundaries and division
of labor between science and art, but it is also related to the
meaning of aesthetics as a research practice (Grimshaw and
Ravetz 2015). A rather classical dichotomy of clearly distributed
roles (art doing practical-aesthetic experiments without ever
claiming to produce more than direct sensations differing among
recipients; sciences producing an aesthetically limited written
analysis, the etic and intersubjectively intelligible, collectively
accountable, and “ethically correct” view) might result in a denial
that reality is more highly faceted.
Within the discipline of anthropology, several voices have thus
been raised in favor of increased collaboration and
experimentation (Schneider 2008, Strohm 2012, Elliott and
Culhane 2016). Focusing on many practice-based examples,
Schneider and Wright (2006, 2010, 2013; Schneider 2008) have
discussed the distinctions and fuzzy borders between artists’ and
anthropologists’ practices and have advocated an artethnography based on cross-fertilization, dialogue, appropriation,
and collaboration, not only in the visual but also in other domains
integrating other means of representation such as exhibitions,
photo essays, performative elements, blogs, and soundscapes
(Heuson 2015). Ingold (2008) has suggested that anthropology
should investigate the world also in an experimental, forwardlooking, self-reflexive, and philosophical manner. Describing the
anthropological scientific endeavor as thoroughly experiential,
sensual, and improvisatory, and based on practical processual acts
of making, he compared it to art (Ingold 2013, 2016). He has also
presented writings and experiments relating to a graphic and
motive anthropology (Ingold 2001, 2007, 2010, Ingold and
Hallam 2007; see also Ramos 2015) that emphasizes a different
type of emergent and embodied knowledge.
The most far-reaching step so far seems to be the “ethnographic
conceptualism” that Ssorin-Chaikov (2013) has suggested. He is
explicitly asking for mutual gains between anthropology and art
by bringing in a conceptualism inspired by the artist Joseph
Kosuth (1991). Ssorin-Chaikov (2013:6) argues for “anthropology
as a method of conceptual art but also, conversely, to to the use
of conceptual art as an anthropological tool” and ethnography
conducted as conceptual art. He is occupied with the limits or
failures of knowledge that are in constant flux, the unknown that
surrounds the situational manufacturing of ethnographic fact
discovery, and suggests an experimental way of manufacturing
social reality instead of merely depicting it. Ultimately, the goal
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is an approach to the complexity of constantly emerging
knowledge of people experiencing rapid transformation that
integrates the performative methodological involvement of
audiences similarly to conceptual art. Exemplarily, this has been
shown by Ringel (2013), who undertook three different types of
conceptual interventions in Hoyerswerda, a rapidly shrinking
city in eastern Germany. By writing a weekly newspaper column,
organizing an anthropological youth camp, and inventing an
artistic paint-block project in which citizens turned to artists to
recreate an industrial building before its deconstruction, he
joined ethnographers and informants as epistemic collaborators
in the production of knowledge. The crucial point about this artinspired conceptual and interventive field-lab is the stimulation
of reflexive repercussions (e.g., public comments on the column)
and new affective stances regarding the city’s inescapable decline
that produced surprising and previously untapped ethnographic
insights and nonrepresentational experiential knowledge that
took the challenge of the contemporariness of the local economy
of knowledge seriously (Ringel 2013).
The second aspect approaches the challenge of adequate
scientific representation of realities through a renewed focus on
the senses. It seems that in their contemporary struggles to deal
with the unspeakable, unrepresentable aspects of the human
condition, i.e., the complex interaction of the sensual self with
the world (Howes 2003, Smith 2010), anthropologists
increasingly admire artists for their liberty of expression beyond
merely textual representations (Cox et al. 2016) and tend to learn
from the latters’ practices. The immersive multisensorial
products of the Harvard Sensory Ethnography Lab (http://sel.
fas.harvard.edu/) producing sensually radical filmic experiences
of ethnographic content, such as the film Leviathan filmed on a
U.S. fish-trawler (http://www.arretetoncinema.org/leviathan/),
might be read as only one current example of a new concern with
the senses, a “sensory turn,” in anthropology (Rutten et al. 2013).
Pink (2009) has offered a guidebook of how to do “sensory
ethnography.”
The crucial point about all these attempts is that they aim to
close a gap between the researchers’ sensual involvement in the
researched context, the distanced role of an observer, and the
written analytical product that is being produced at the desktop
after the end of fieldwork. Susan Hiller, an anthropologist who
later turned to art, experienced great discomfort in the role of
the observer and became an artist to “find a way to be inside all
[her] activities” (Einzig 1996, Hiller 1996). In fact, the
detachment of the scientist from his or her object of study, the
unreachable claim for objectivity, and the lack of recognition of
involvement are all serious matters that have been debated for a
long time (Jackson 1998, Fabian 2014). Contrarily, Hiller
(1996:24) postulates that the artist, like everyone else, is an insider
whose work depicts biographically determined social
conditioning: “Artists’ work does not allow discontinuities
between experience and reality, and it eliminates any gap between
the investigator and the object or situation investigated.”
Consequently, she found the role of the participant observer
disturbing because of the absence of a “passionate commitment
to the values and goals of the people one observed. Fieldwork
did not provide revelations into the nature of any ‘ultimate’
reality behind the varying sets of perceptions one learned of. It
was just an exercise in observation and limited social interaction”
(Hiller 1996:18).

The Austrian artist and sociologist Christina Lammer advocates
“artistic research” and uses the term “empathography” for a
related focus on holistic experience (Lammer et al. 2012). She has
taken an intermediate position between art and biomedical
science, where much of her research has been concerned with the
aesthetic dimensions of surgery. Her work takes place in hospitals
and clinics and combines sensory ethnography with video,
performance, and body art. She focuses on embodied emotion
and sensory interaction between patients and physicians during
the course of medical treatment and produces holistic accounts
of encounters that include, e.g., sensual touch, shame, and
vulnerability. By exploring the relationship between sensory
ethnography and artistic research, she expands the frame of
conventional research toward intimate, empathetic, subjectobject encounters in clinical situations (Pröpper and Lammer
2015).
This last point relates to the link between scientifically produced
knowledge and action, i.e., the fact that coproduced knowledge
regarding sustainability (e.g., recommendations for sustainable
behavior) must be turned into action. This includes the whole
aspect of transdisciplinarity, which takes as its central claim that
knowledge happens to be coproduced between academic and
nonacademic stakeholders (Hirsch Hadorn et al. 2006, Schmidt
and Pröpper 2017). Although anthropologists work closely with
local stakeholders and have a certain closeness to artists, they are
not automatically experts in transdisciplinarity and sustainable
collaborative knowledge production. In such processes, artists
could be involved just as well as any other stakeholders. A way
forward would thus be to go beyond the methodology of
participant observation to come to a more practical involvement
in the mutual generation and coevolution of knowledge and thus
the emergence of applied practical behavior.
In sum, the example of anthropology is certainly not directly
transferable to other disciplines, yet it offers some examples of a
productive confluence of science and art worth considering. In
short, the contributions of art involve an experimental approach
to knowledge production that explicitly includes affective and
sensory types of knowledge. Art contributes forms of interaction
that allow for unforeseen types of real-time repercussions and a
less distant, compassionate commitment (in the sense of
empathography) to the subjects of study.
Sustainability science in Africa: linking knowledge to action?
I next compare the outcomes of the above discussion with research
on land-use change and sustainable land management in Africa.
I use the example of a transdisciplinary research project on
sustainable land management in southern Africa called “The
Future Okavango” (TFO), which ran from 2009 to 2015 (Pröpper
et al. 2015; http://www.future-okavango.org/index.php). As part
of a global initiative of the German Ministry of Education and
Research (Eppink et al. 2012), the multidisciplinary project’s goal
was to provide a holistic assessment of ecosystem services and
their interdependencies with sustainable land use and resource
management in the Okavango Basin, located within and crossing
the borders of Angola, Botswana, and Namibia (Oldeland et al.
2013). The outcomes of the project were destined for rather
different yet interlinked scales of this transboundary socialecological system and its multiple stakeholder audiences. Apart
from critical academic contributions to the ecosystem services
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debate (Pröpper 2015a, Röder et al. 2015), they included: (1)
baseline data assessments closing regional data gaps (e.g., on
hydrology, fire management), (2) policy recommendations (e.g.,
water governance, forest management, soil fertility improvement,
revaluation of cultural ecosystem services), and (3) scenarios for
potential future pathways of management (Pröpper et al. 2015).
The output of the project (reports, flyers, posters, films, data and
mapping DVDs, talks and presentations) was handed to multiple
audiences over the course of the project and during a final
dissemination tour and is available in the countries involved and
via the Internet. Consequently, the responsibility for application
of this academic “knowledge about the system” remains with
political and local actors who had been at least partly involved in
the project.
Especially looking at the scenarios for potential future pathways
of management in the African context, one can compare a
conventional approach that was applied in the TFO case (Pröpper
et al. 2015) with additional artistic methods such as participatory
painting that have been used, for example, by Johansson and
Isgren (2017) in Tanzania. The aim of scenarios is to investigate
and describe possible futures to “explore socioenvironmental
effects” and prepare decision-making strategies (Pröpper et al.
2015:109, Johansson and Isgren 2017:4). Importantly, scenario
building is a participatory exercise that should integrate the
perspectives and lived experiences of the people involved in the
social-ecological system under investigation. In the classical TFO
case, scenarios were built by an interdisciplinary expert team
consisting of 26 researchers from all subprojects, disciplines, and
involved countries. This team additionally made use of
information from 90 interviews with stakeholders from local,
regional, and national scales from all three African countries
(Domptail and Mundy 2013). The outcome is a set of different
and comparable storylines, i.e., combinations of texts, graphs, and
photos, for the local and the Okavango Basin level. However, there
was no methodology used to visualize the future visions of local
stakeholders. Participatory research that uses experimental
artistic methods to integrate stakeholders’ perspectives into
scenarios is nascent, yet Johansson and Isgren (2017) have used
local village painting workshops to collaboratively create
illustrative images of the past, the present, and the projected
future with the help of a professional artist. It can be clearly stated
that the TFO scenarios would have benefitted from such artistic
approaches to stakeholder involvement.
Additionally, the results of an in-depth analysis of the project’s
transdisciplinary success have revealed several sucesses but also
highlighted difficulties in achieving the goal of transdiciplinarity,
the involvement of stakeholders in all phases of the research
process (Schmidt and Pröpper 2017). The empirical “reality
checking” of an abstract concept showed that, in fact, such largescale sustainability projects operate within a highly politicized
and often hierarchical landscape with diverse stakeholders,
structural asymmetries, and multiple expectations on the part of
land users who were additionally suffering from disparities in
wealth, power, and education. These circumstances often led to
ambiguous perceptions and ambivalent feelings of those involved
toward the utility of the abstract and intangible currency of
knowledge. Additionally, the academic landscape and its internal
(and at times competitive) division and incentive structures was
found to favor disciplinary, career-oriented, fast-track strategies

and behavior on the part of the scientists involved, rather than
fostering a more corporate, collective approach. Knowledge
exchange and communication were often experienced as
cumbersome extra obligations and inputs without clear personal
output or benefits, i.e., as a risk rather than a pleasure. These are
some of the framing conditions for cooperative knowledge
production in sustainability projects that have been described as
a social dilemma of transdisciplinarity (Schmidt and Pröpper
2017); partly similar results have been reported in partner projects
in Asia (Siew et al. 2016).
In the light of the approaches being adopted in other
nonacademic sustainability research, as sketched above, it can be
stated that the present academic sustainability research could
profit significantly from opening up to artistic contributions.
These contributions include additional and previously
unexplored ways of representing and communicating results, as
illustrated by the examples of participatory scenario painting
(Johansson and Isgren 2017) or of the Beehive Design Collective,
and as highlighted by many other practical examples of emerging
art representations in Africa (Savage 2014, Herz et al. 2015, Holm
and Kallehauge 2015). Beyond this creative potential of art for
representational purposes, we should consider the “inspirational
capacities that can activate behavioural changes, policy reform
and custodial care,” as Weintraub (2012) has outlined. The key
challenge that artists such as Allen have formulated, i.e., “to break
through prejudice, apathy, economic pressures and blind spots to
catalyze a transformation of culture, attitudes, and behaviours”
(Allen 2015:26), certainly applies to the TFO project outlined as
an example. Beyond the very fundamental question of whether
scientific knowledge is sufficient and adequate for finding
solutions to pressing and difficult problems (Rittel and Webber
1973) such as sustainable land-use adaptation in times of
globalization, the question remains whether academic knowledge
contains the dimensions of knowledge that are required to
catalyze change and break circuits of tragedy. Art’s contribution
to social action could focus on experimental, imaginative, and
experiential types and processes of knowledge, generating
interactions with threatened parts of ecosystems as processes in
which real-time repercussions can be witnessed directly, in the
sense suggested by Neal (2015) as well as Ringel (2013) and
Jeremijenko (Weintraub 2015).
DISCUSSION
The way in which I have embedded sustainability science within
a wider comparative context, through a comparison with activities
in the fields of art-and-sustainability, art-and-science, and science
for sustainability, has revealed that there may well be some added
value in encouraging an artistic sustainability science. Likewise,
it has exposed shortcomings in the current (limited methods of)
communication and representation of scientific findings, as well
as some deeper crises in the fields of agency and imagination, and
knowledge and reality.
The first crisis has been aptly formulated by the artist Jeremijenko
(https://www.ted.com/talks/natalie_jeremijenko_the_art_of_the_
eco_mindshift/transcript): “What the climate crisis has revealed
to us is a secondary, more insidious and more pervasive crisis,
which is the crisis of agency, which is what to do. Somehow buying
a local lettuce, changing a light bulb, driving the speed limit,
changing your tires regularly, doesn’t seem sufficient in the face
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of climate crisis.” One might add that somehow writing another
paper, attending another conference, particpating dispassionately
in transdisciplinarity does not seem sufficient in the face of a
manifest disconnect between sustainability knowledge and social
action, between science and the users of scientific results. The
potential answers that art might contribute to approach this crisis
of agency point at a clear underuse of manifold means of
representation, and even more so of imagination, and, as in the
case of Jeremijenko, also a need to make more creative use of
technology, to experiment, re-experience, and rethink processual
human-environment relationships that offer an additonal
opportunity to break circuits of lethargy and to prompt a change
in behavior. This is not meant to focus only on individualized
agency, but also to include blind spots in policy making as well.
The second crisis is related and might be labeled the need for
additional knowledge recognition and production. As
heterogeneous as the contributing disciplines of sustainability
science may be, they are “problem-driven, with the goal of
creating and applying knowledge in support of decision making
for sustainable development” (Clark and Dickson 2003:8059). As
has been outlined, a classical understanding of knowledge as a
body of true statements, objective propositions, and descriptions
of the world, that is, knowledge about things, is only part of the
picture of research. In addition to this, knowing as a process of
constant inquiry, involving “the body, especially our sensorymotor processes and our emotions and feelings, in our capacity
for understanding and knowing,” has been emphasized (Johnson
2010:145). Such knowledge is “tacit, practical, nondiscursive,
sensory knowledge, as embodied in artistic products and
processes” (Borgdorff 2009:3). Such knowing is deeply rooted in
experience, and art, in addition to the scientific description of a
situation or phenomenon, is able to present or enact its
experiential qualities, meanings, emotions, and values, which are
equally needed for perceiving and acting (Brewer 2002). In light
of these arguments, the suggestion to open sustainability science
to contributions from art and artistic research (Johnson 2010,
Borgdorff 2011) seems justified, and examples of how to start
have been presented.
Beyond this, we are facing what might also be labeled a crisis of
classic models of reality and realism, “deficits in reality”
(Göltenboth 2015), a quest for “better realities,” as Katherine Carl
termed it in an interview with Linda Weintraub (Weintraub 2015),
the “rupture between imagination and real life” as Ingold (2014)
calls it, or even the entire redefinition of an inquiry into our
modernist existence, as envisioned by Latour in his collaborations
with artists (Latour 2013, Thoreau et al. 2016). The encounters
between artistic and scientific modes of knowledge production
show us that reality is complex, textured (Klingan et al. 2015),
and layered (Pröpper 2015b). Instead of bounded disciplines and
mononaturalistic options for action, we need collective
approaches to problem formulation that involve understanding
the interlinkages between physical, emotional, sensual, bodily,
and discursive parts and processes of politicized realities, and
which involve art.
CONCLUSION
Sustainability science is facing a crisis of agency and collaborative
knowledge production. The field would strongly benefit from
appropriating and experimenting with types of imaginative

agency, knowledge, and research that can be provided by art.
Ultimately, science and art are linked through their quest for
fundamental understanding, a practice that is as dedicated to
“broadening our perspectives and enriching our minds as it is to
enriching our world with new images, narratives, sounds and
experiences” (Borgdorff 2011:16).
By offering a concise overview and comparison of exemplary
activities in the fields of art-and-sustainability, art-and-science,
and science and sustainability, I have shown that art contributions
involve an experimental and experiential approach to knowledge
production that explicitly includes processual, affective, and
sensory types of knowledge and forms of interaction. On a more
pragmatic level, I have argued that artists could be partners in
inter- and transdisciplinarity, as well as stakeholders functioning
as a cultural consciousness.
It goes without saying that this analysis from an anthropological
perspective will not lead to an all-encompassing attempt at the
reconcilitation of two very diverse fields. There are highly
specialized subfields that continue to operate largely without
directly affecting one another, but if more contact occurred
between them, it could lead to important results. However, there
are emerging arguments to challenge the historical and
hierarchical perspective that artistic ways of knowledge
production and artistic research are not taken seriously enough
in the world of genuine scientific research (Borgdorff 2009).
Connecting knowledge, morality, beauty, and everyday life in the
making as constitutive elements of sustainable behavior, the
possibilities of a contribution of art to sustainable science are
only beginning to be tapped and are far from being sufficiently
understood or represented.

Responses to this article can be read online at:
http://www.ecologyandsociety.org/issues/responses.
php/9359
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